
Installation of Obie Link Guard to most Plastic Skid Plates with hooks built in to skid plate   

  
Most Plastic brand skid plates have a hook that goes over the bottom frame for quick and easy on/off installation.  First, slide the 
Obie Link Guard over the hook (with the engraved side up on the right side of the bike & curled up end by the shock) and push the 
skid plate onto the bottom cross frame (it takes more force the first several times).  Always mount the Obie Link Guard between 
the frame and your skid plate for a smooth transition from skid plate to link guard.  

Added suggestion for plastic skid plates with hooks:  Over time, the plastic hook on your skid plate will fatigue.   
Sometimes with a backwards hit to the skid plate or link guard, the plate can come unhooked from the cross frame tube causing 
the Obie Link Guard to fall off.  Because of this, we recommend either pop riveting or bolting your Obie Link Guard to your skid 
plate.  (NOTE: mounting hole provided in link guard, but hardware is not included.) 
 

      
Installation of Obie Link Guard to most Aluminum or Plastic Skid Plates with Bolt-on Rear Frame Mounts 

            
Most Aluminum brand skid plates have a mount hole or holes for quick installation.  Just insert the Obie Link Guard between the 
bottom of the frame and your skid plate (with the engraved side up on the right side of the bike & the curled end by the shock).  
Sometimes you may need longer bolts that go to the frame hook for easier installation.  Leave the hook bolts loose until the skid 
plate is in place.  (It takes more force since you have added some resistance to the shock and linkage).  Always mount the Obie Link 
Guard between the frame and your skid plate for a smooth transition from skid plate to link guard.  
For further mounting instructions go to www.obielinkguard.com and check out our installation instruction video 

or call Mark “Obie” (208) 949-7299 

“Protection is Good”   


